
Our growing company is hiring for a senior financial accounting analyst. Please
review the list of responsibilities and qualifications. While this is our ideal list, we
will consider candidates that do not necessarily have all of the qualifications, but
have sufficient experience and talent.

Responsibilities for senior financial accounting analyst

Lead a segment of the accounting close process for a portfolio of business
units and geographic countries to ensure high quality accounting accuracy,
timely and meaningful reporting, and compliance to US GAAP, SEC and SOX
requirements
Compliant with corporate policies, US GAAP, SEC and SOX, accurate
accounting of transactions leading to minimum accounting
adjustments/errors and no repeat-audit points
Develop and support models to complete manual adjustments for discounts,
cancellations and other various contract asset adjustments
Supervise and develop the staff accountants financially developing hotel
managers and staff
Help in development of reports for management
Lead and present investment decisions by analyzing pricing and promotion
strategy, across various categories of products
Budgeting for short or long term behind different trade incentives and lead
category financial planning for various customers
Lead short or medium term forecasting process on both topline and
bottomline, discussing with senior management on overall fiscal year
planning
Identify opportunities in our Accounting, Credit control and Internal Control
Divisions where Finance helps deliver Internal / external financial information
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Responsible for the completeness, accuracy, and integrity of financial results
in compliance with IFRS

Qualifications for senior financial accounting analyst

Ability to work effectively with other people
Keen interest in the commercial and customer aspects of business
Analyze and communicate significant variances to expected results (budget,
forecasts and historical trends) on a monthly and quarterly basis
Ensure accounting practices are in compliance with our retail and vendor
agreements
Preparation/review of journal entries and account reconciliations as part of
the monthly close process
Prepare and present quarterly and annual financial reporting decks and
statements for various retail committees and business units


